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HIGHLIGHTS
All but four states experienced
unemployment at or below
5 percent, putting nearly all
states at full employment
levels.
Job growth rates recognized a
positive increase for 39 states,
showing marked improvement
from the previous quarter.
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“H

ousing doesn’t pencil”—an oft-heard
refrain from jurisdictions looking to
bolster economic development through the
attraction of major employers and to shore up
municipal revenues by bringing in major sales
tax generating retail uses. Housing is perceived
as a drain on the local jurisdiction—generating
more municipal costs from the need to provide
essential services than it produces in public
revenues, such as sales and property taxes.

This perspective is generally supported by
analysis evaluating the fiscal impacts of housing
in isolation. Except under favorable conditions,
municipal revenues generated by housing are
often insufficient to fund municipal service
needs. Such analysis, however, ignores the vital
role that housing plays in creating the kind of
balanced community that boasts fiscal,
economic, and environmental sustainability
over the long-term. A singular focus on
attracting
employment
and
sales
tax
generating uses, to the detriment of housing,
fails to recognize the role that housing plays
in supporting those more “fiscally-viable” uses.
Housing Cultivates Essential Labor Assets

Employers make location decisions based on labor
force characteristics and the desirability of a
community for its target workforce. Communities
with vibrant arts and entertainment, short
commutes, good schools, parks and recreation
and—importantly—quality, accessible housing
hold a strong advantage in attracting the type of
diverse and skilled labor force many employers
seek. Furthermore, as housing shortages reach a
crisis point in many communities throughout
California, those communities that can boast a
healthy supply of quality housing are poised to
capture an increasing share of homebuyers,
particularly young, entry-level homebuyers
critical to support the skilled labor force desired
by major employers.
Housing Supports Bricks and Mortar Retail

The “fiscalization of land use” has long trended
in California, as cash strapped municipalities
prioritize sales-tax generating uses, such as
regional malls and auto dealerships, to fill the

void left by Proposition 13 and other revenuelimiting polices. However, the face of retail is
changing dramatically. With e-commerce
comprising an ever increasing share of
consumer expenditures, shoppers are no longer
willing to drive long distances and online sales
are moving into marketplaces heretofore
thought safe from e-commerce incursions.
Current retail best practices demonstrate a
shift from large regional malls to more personal
“lifestyle” retail centers offering a variety
of experiential retail services and amenities in
a community-oriented atmosphere. Absorption
of retail uses is facilitated by the degree to
which retail supply is supported by the demand
from nearby housing, as connections to, and
market support from, proximate residential
development is critical to the success of
these types of lifestyle centers.
Land Use Diversity Improves Project Feasibility

With housing shortages driving up prices,
traditional housing products are one of the most
economically viable land use prototypes.
Current trends in retail and office development,
however, constrain demand and lease rate
growth potential of these prototypes. When
coupled with increasing construction costs, the
economic viability of these development
prototypes is limited. Residential uses,
therefore, play an important role in
underwriting a development project’s less wellperforming commercial uses and improving the
return potential for the project. This “crosssubsidy” effect is a critical element of an
economically feasible development project, as a
diversified land use plan reduces developer risk
and exposure to market fluctuations.
In short, while housing in isolation may not
always result in a net fiscal gain, it is a critical
part of developing a fiscally, economically, and
environmentally
sustainable
community.
Housing choices can serve as a driving factor
in business location decisions, fueling the
performance of prevailing lifestyle retail
concepts and underwrites the development of
desired employment and commercial uses.

Note:
This article expands on a previous spotlight article titled “A Challenge for the Ages—Downtown Housing and Mixed-Use Infill:
Implications for Economic Development” by David Zehnder from the fall 2017 California Economic Snapshot.

Q2 2018 Economic Snapshot
Annual Nonfarm Job Growth Rate By State

Highlights
 California fell to the upper-middle

tier, showing an increase of
Nonfarm payroll jobs by 1.8
percent in the 12 months ending
June 2018, ranking 21st among
all states.
 The high concentration of upper

tier states on the west coast
seen in the previous three
quarters continues in the second
quarter with the exception of
California.
 Utah continued to be the state

with the highest job growth rate
remaining at 3.3 percent,
consistent with the previous
quarter.
 There was a positive increase in

job growth rates across most
states from last quarter with 39
states realizing an increase in job
growth rates and six states
experiencing reduced job growth
from last quarter.

State Annual Nonfarm Job Growth Rate

Highlights
 California’s annual job growth

rate declined further during the
last quarter, ending above the
national average but lowest of
the individual states.
 Job growth rates for the United

States overall remained steady
throughout the quarter ending
below the individual states.
 Texas showed a sharp rise at the

start of the quarter, ending up
tied with Nevada for the highest
among the states.
 Arizona and Oregon saw a steady

increase in job growth rates
throughout the quarter, ending
at a level above the previous
quarter.

Q2 2018 Economic Snapshot
California Annual Industry Segment Job Growth Rate

Highlights
 Job growth in California’s Service-

Providing sectors, comprising
87 percent of Nonfarm jobs,
realized a steady decrease in job
growth rates following the trend
seen in the first quarter.
 Growth

in
Goods-Producing
sectors has decreased after
spiking at the beginning of the
quarter, ending above ServiceProviding
and
Government
sectors.

 Job

growth in Government
sectors
remained
steady
throughout the quarter ending
at levels consistent with the
previous quarter.

California & United States Annual Major Sector Job Growth Rate

Highlights
 California’s annual job growth

rate outpaced the nation in five
of the 11 major sectors and in
total Nonfarm job growth, with
positive job growth in all sectors
except Other Services and Mining
& Logging.
 The most robust state job growth

rates occurred in Construction,
and Information.
 Job growth rates in the Mining

and Logging industry continued
to rise sharply in the United
States,
but
California
saw
negative job growth in that
sector.
 Job growth rates in California’s

Information sector rose by nearly
2 percent from the previous
quarter, showing a recovery from
the decline seen last quarter.

Q2 2018 Economic Snapshot
California Absolute Annual Job Gains and Losses

Highlights
 Just over 300,000 Nonfarm jobs

were added in California in the
12 months prior to June 2018.
 California’s absolute job gains

were strongest in Educational
and Health Services, led by
growth
in
employment
in
colleges,
universities
and
professional schools.
 While

the Construction and
Manufacturing sectors saw a
decline
from
the
previous
quarter, the Professional &
Business
Services
and
Information sectors saw strong
gains in Absolute jobs.

State Annual Average Unemployment Rate

Highlights
 California’s

annual
average
unemployment rate improved
slightly from last quarter to 4.4
percent, remaining in the lowermiddle tier.

 All

but
four
states
have
experienced unemployment at
or below 5 percent, putting the
nearly
all
states
at
full
employment levels.

 Unemployment

rates
have
decreased across 43 states from
the previous quarter continuing
a downward trend from the last
two quarters.

 Just

over
23
percent
of
unemployed Californians have
been out of work for more than
27 weeks, a figure that is still
higher than the national average
of 20 percent.

 California’s “real” unemployment,

accounting for underemployed
and marginally attached workers,
was 9 percent, also higher than
the national average of 8 percent.

Q2 2018 Economic Snapshot
Annual Nonfarm Job Growth Rate for Metropolitan and
Non-Metropolitan Areas

Highlights
 The counties of Sierra and Colusa

as well as the metro of Chico
rose to the upper tier, all of
which were in the lower tier
last quarter.
 Sacramento

metro had the
same job growth trend as last
quarter, falling by approximately
one-half of a percent and falling
into the lower-middle tier.

 While the San Francisco MSA

remains in the upper-middle
tier, the metro continues to
account for 12 percent of the
state’s absolute job growth
alone and 39 percent when
combined with the Los Angeles
MSA, greater than levels seen
in the prior quarter.

California Large MSA Annual Nonfarm Job Growth Rate

Highlights
 Four of the six major metros

ended the second quarter below
levels seen at the end of the
previous quarter, consistent with
the state overall.
 California’s annual job growth

rate saw a slight decline
throughout the quarter ending
below four of the six largest
metros at 1.9 percent.
 San Jose realized a sharp rise

in job growth rates at the start
of the quarter that placed it
above the other major California
metros at the quarter’s end,
despite a slight decrease to end
the quarter.

Q2 2018 Economic Snapshot
Annual Average Unemployment Rate for Metropolitan and
Non-Metropolitan Areas

Highlights
 32 markets had rates at or below

6 percent, placing significantly
more than half of all California
markets near full employment
levels.
 San

Francisco and San Jose
markets continue to experience
low unemployment rates and
most of the Bay Area metros and
counties remain in the upper tier
consistent with previous quarters.

 Unemployment

rates
have
decreased across 42 California
markets and counties from the
previous quarter continuing a
downward
trend
from
the
previous two quarters.

State Leading Index 2018

Highlights
 The State Leading Index indicator

predicts the six-month growth
rate of the Coincident Index for
each state, combining several
indicators of current conditions.
 California’s

leading
index
continued to slow, falling to the
44th rank in June 2018 after
plummeting to 30th in the
previous
quarter.
Economic
conditions will most likely remain
steady in the next quarter.

Economic trends to follow:
 Retail sales increased one-half

percent in June, after a large
gain of 1.3 percent in May,
which has led to a strong
second quarter in terms of real
GDP growth.
 Inflation data released in July

shows the GDP deflator rising at
3.0 percent, 2.4 percent higher
than the previous year.
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